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ABOUT US

Sedina Distillery
is a three-person project originating from
with passion for alcohol and love for
Szczecin.

Our distillery is proprietary
venture, we feel
responsible for everyone, even
the smallest detail.

We personally take care of it
any of the steps in the process
production, from distillation through control
quality, right up to bottling.

AWARDS

Sedina Gin Grains of Paradise & Cucumber
Gold medal - Gin Of The Year 2022, London

Sedina Classic Dry Gin
Silver medal - Gin Of The Year 2022, London

Sedina Vodka Unfiltered Wheat
Gold medal - Warsaw Spirit Competition 2023, Warsaw



Sedina Vodka 
Unfiltered Wheat

Vodka produced
from the purest water
combined with wheat
and a mixture of Polish
highest quality cereals.

 Bottled at 42.5% and without a
filtration process, it fully

releases the deep flavor and
smell of wheat, while

maintaining constant subtlety.

Nice smell
hazelnuts,

smooth in taste,
slightly sweet – it
application result

distillation in copper
alembic.

CAPACITY 0,7l



Sedina Vodka 
Filtered Wheat

Sedina Vodka It is three times
filtered vodka, distilled in a

copper alembic of the
highest quality Polish wheat

and clean spring water.

Bottled at 40% strength, it
guarantees unparalleled
strength smoothness and

subtlety,that you won't find
nowhere else. Filtered Vodka
Sedina - uniqueness in every

glass.

72 ZŁ NETTO 0,7lCAPACITY 0,7l



Sedina Gin
Classic Dry

A flagship drink
and the pride of the Sedina

Distillery.

Based on connection
juniper and coriander

recipe includes
twelve in total

ingredients, among
other oranges

from Ghana, fresh
rosemary, and

grapefruit and lemon
background.

Bottled at 43.3% ABV, it is an
ideal gin for sipping and mixing

in cocktails

78 ZŁ NETTO 0,7lCAPACITY 0,7l



Sedina Gin
Sailing Adventure

“Sailing Adventure” is a
special edition created for The

Tall Ships Races, which take
place annually in Szczecin.

The dominant notes in the gin
are guava, lime and coconut.
The whole thing is finished with

the flavors of tonka and
cinnamon, making it a perfect
summer combination. Pink gin

bottled at 41.7% ABV is a
unique combination for

holiday cocktails.

 78 ZŁ NETTO 0,7l78 ZŁ NETTO 0,7lCAPACITY 0,7l



Sedina Gin Grains of
Paradise & Cucumber

Addition of aframonium
heavenly, fresh

cucumber, lemon and dill
to our proven one
the recipes worked
extraordinary depth

taste. Traditional
juniper aroma

enriched with sweetness
with a delicate note

surprisingly spicy
a refreshing treat

for the taste buds. To
emphasize its expressiveness,
we bottle the drink at 43.3%.

87 ZŁ NETTO 0,7l78 ZŁ NETTO 0,7lCAPACITY 0,7l



Sedina Gin 
Tangerine & Rose

Sedina Gin Tangerine & Rose
also known as

Winter Edition is
an exclusive blend of chen pi

mandarin, delicate rose petals,
and exotic cinnamon

Amazonian and
classic notes

flavored gins that
they create a harmonious

whole
inspiration from various

corners of the world.
Sensual and intriguing,

offers a unique
spice composition.

Thanks to bottling at 42.5%, it is
perfect both for solo tasting
and for creating surprising

cocktails.

82 ZŁ NETTO 0,7l78 ZŁ NETTO 0,7lCAPACITY 0,7l



ABOUT PRODUCTION

One-Shot method
Each of our gins is produced using the "one-shot"
method. This traditional method of gin production,
originating from Great Britain, guarantees a natural
depth of flavor and helps preserve the fresh aroma of
each of the ingredients. "One-shot" requires putting
the entire gin along with all the botanical ingredients
into one vessel and one-time distillation of the
product.

Copper Alembic
To distill our gins and vodkas, we use a copper still, a
tool that has been used to produce the highest
quality spirits for over 200 years. Copper catalyzes the
breakdown of volatile substances that are formed
during fermentation in batches and mashes.

Ingredients
The "one-shot" method requires us to carefully select
ingredients and carefully analyze their taste, smell
and quality. We import juniper from the sunny south of
Europe, oranges from Ghana, aframonium paradise
from Madagascar, and cinnamon straight from the
Amazon.



You can find us::

www.destylarniasedina.pl

Destylarnia Sedina

@destylarnia_sedina

Destylarnia Sedina Sp. z o.o.
ul. Tanowska 18/5a 

 72-010 Police
NIP: 5971751875


